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 About

me

I am a French student, currently in the second year of IUT Informatique
in Annecy. I found a passion in web programming, whether front-end or
back-end and application development.
My professional goal is to become a fullstack web developer and/or teach in
this domain.
 Diplomas
DUT Informatique / IUT Annecy USMB Annecy-le-Vieux, France
2020
University diploma in computer science.
Baccalaureat S SVT speciality ISN / Charles Baudelaire High School CranGevrier, France
2018
Graduated from a scientiﬁc high school specializing in life and earth science
and computer science with honors. ISN stand for IT and digital science.

 Work

experience

Developer / Un H'Air de Famille Sillingy, France.
2019
Design speciﬁcations as well as develop and deploy a site on Wordpress for
a hair cutter. Create a Wordpress plugin for the management of site data
(such as schedules and cut prices).
Video game developer / Ubisoft Annecy Annecy, France.
July 2018
Selected beyond a team of 12 young people to join Ubisoft Gaming School.
Learned how to brainstorm and the basics of video game development.
I discovered the job of game designer, gameplay developer and level
designer.

 Personal

skills

I am a passionate, dynamic and rigorous person.
I like to invest myself and complete my projects, whether they are
in team or not.
I am curious and therefore very interested in learning and discovering
new technologies.
 Interests
Videogames
Music

skills

C
Basis of algorithmic programming and C++
with SFML library for graphic interfaces.
C#
OOP, WPF (XAML), MVC and MVVM
architectures.
HTML / CSS
PugHTML basics and some notions of SCSS
(Sassy CSS).
PHP
OOP, Laravel framework and the MVC
architecture.
JavaScript
Axios (AJAX) and the libraries Chart.js,
Vue.js, Node.js
SQL
As well as PostgreSQL and MySQL
languages.
 Languages
French
Native
English
Solid foundations
Spanish
Basics



References

Stephanie Bouchon Full teacher of
professional english and communication
IUT Annecy
stephanie.bouchon@univ-smb.fr
Vincent Couturier Senior lecturer in
computer science
IUT Annecy
vincent.couturier@univ-smb.fr

Tennis, running
Travel
/

